NeoFace®Family “KAOATO®”

Obviously! Professional in “Face Recognition”

It is a face detection system that is able
to seek for a specific person face in highspeed and accuracy from video of
camera.
Its contributions for safety and security in
various scenes, such as criminal
prevention, entrance and exit
management…etc.
Providing merits, based on customer’s need

■Providing merits by face recognition
① Recording high visibility trails by face image record.
② Satisfy both convenience and high recognition accuracy
features by contactless characteristics.
③ Satisfy both video monitoring and recognition functions.
“KAOATO” achieves above features and contributes safety
and security to the society by ranked 1 for face recognition
technology in the World.
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■Providing merits by “KAOATO”

Support variety of
cameras

Excellent
confidentiality

Flexible scalability

Correspond for
particular needs

Support for various
cameras depending on
requirements: Web camera
and network camera,
analog camera and near
infrared camera …etc.

Face image is stored in
encrypted form. It will be
erased automatically at a
certain period of time. In
addition, the face image is
viewable only by specified
users.

It is possible to start from
small configuration with
small number of camera
units.
It is flexibly to expand more
cameras after installation.

It corresponds to
customer’s needs by
cultivated experiences
from number of
installations and rich
features.

NEC Solution Innovators
http://www.nec-solutioninnovators.co.jp/english/index.html

NeoFace®Family “KAOATO®”
It is under deployment for various facilities, groups, companies over the whole country.
■Installation results
Entrance and exit
management

Monitor specified person

Refer

・Drugstore
・Shopping center

Refer

・Data center
・Public contest area etc.

・Laboratory
・Distribution center

・Home center
・Book store etc.

We are showing the spread in various fields through connecting new values from now on
From videos and
images
Investigate some
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Prevent thief

KAOATO

Children lost
measure
Kidnapping
measure

by connecting to
POS

Secure safety
In hospital, nursing home
…etc.

Impersonate prevention
Such as alcohol test…etc.

About the handling of personal information
“KAOATO” analyzes video of security cameras, building a system in accordance with below guideline from point of view
that identifies individuals and protect personal information.
METI (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) Oct/2004 “Guidelines Targeting Economic and Industrial Sectors
Pertaining to the Act on the Protection of Personal Information”
With the aim of anti-shoplifting retails and stores, NEC had joined to Japan Association of Electronic Article Surveillance
Machines (JEAS) for shoplifting prevention system, we studied the measures to eliminate the shoplifting.

Detailed information has been published in the web site
⇒ http://www.nec-solutioninnovators.co.jp/english/sl/kaoato/index.html
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Realize an information society friendly to humans and the Earth

Contact point
NEC Solution Innovators Kyushu Branch Unit
TEL: +81 92 852 4215 FAX:+81 92 852 4261
3rd Solutions Division 1st IT Service Group
• Company name and product name that have been published in this leaflet are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
• When exporting this product (including services provision to the non-residents), please prepare the necessary procedures after confirming related export control laws and regulations such as
the foreign exchange and foreign trade law, etc…
If you have any questions, or need materials for application procedures of export license, please consult your dealer or local sale representative offices.
• The color of product that have been published in this leaflet slightly different from the actual product. In additional, there may change in shapes, specifications for improvement without prior notice.
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